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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0330748A2] The cupboard or wall unit consists of front and rear posts in the form of a profile made of a lightweight metal alloy, vertical
cupboard sides, bearing construction shelves, a rear wall and doors attached to the front and, if appropriate also the rear posts, strips which connect
the posts fixedly to one another and to the construction shelves being attached at the front and at the rear edges of the cupboard sides and the
construction shelves. The profile of the posts and the strips is identical and has, in total, a rectangular outer contour, two adjacent closed chambers,
two opposite grooves, which are open towards the longer rectangular side, on the outsides of the one chamber, and a projecting web on the outside
of the second chamber along the narrow rectangular side. The first chamber in the strips serves for receiving and for guiding screw tensioning
rods with threaded portions at both ends which are screwed into sleeve nuts, the sleeve length of which is equal to the thickness of the profile and
which are inserted from the side of the head of the nuts in each case into a bore-hole of a row of grid bore-holes, passing centrally through the first
chamber, of the profile of the posts, whereas the second chamber in the posts serves for receiving height-adjusting screws on the lower ends of the
posts. The webs of the profile of the posts serve for connecting said posts to the correspondingly grooved cupboard sides and the webs on the strips
serve for connection to the correspondingly grooved construction shelves. The grooves of the rear posts and of the rear strips of the bottom-most
and topmost construction shelves serve for the all-round attachment of the rear wall of the cupboard by inserting said rear wall into these grooves.
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